
Autism is characterized by a range of impairments including decreased ability in

emotional face recognition. Recent theories suggest that autism could be a

disorder of predictions. At the vision level, influential predictive brain models have

shown that low spatial frequencies, conveying coarse information of a stimulus,

would be critical in the first stages of visual processing. Extraction and processing

of low spatial frequencies would allow to generate predictions, which would guide

later integration of high spatial frequencies in a top-down process. Studies have

shown a bias toward local information and high spatial frequencies (conveying fin

details) in autism. However, it is unclear if this bias is related to enhanced bottom-

up processing or reduce top-down processing. The objective of our first study was

to test the hypothesis of reduced top-down predictions in autism compared to

control during an emotional Stroop task with spatial filtered primes. Despite longer

response time for autistic participants and shorter response time after high spatial

frequencies primes, our results did not confirm our hypothesis as response time

was also shortened after high spatial frequencies primes in the control group.

Nevertheless, the use of a drift diffusion model for analyzing our data revealed

specificities in stimulus encoding and motor responses in autistic participants

compared to control and could account for perceptive specificities in autism.

Neurocognitive speech processing is classically conceived as a hierarchy of
computations – typically including acoustic or multisensory feature extraction, pre-
lexical categorization, lexical access, prosodic and syntactic integration, up to final
comprehension stages. It is increasingly considered that neural communication
within and across these various stages is based on synchronization processes and
operates thanks to chunking and selection mechanisms exploiting neural oscillatory
dynamics at various frequencies, typically in the gamma band (40-100 Hz) for acoustic
spectro-temporal analysis, in the theta band (3-10 Hz) for syllabic segmentation and in
the delta band (1-2 Hz) for rhythmic/syntactic binding. Furthermore, it has been
hypothesized that the beta band (15-20 Hz) would carry top-down predictions at
various stages of the linguistic analysis.We are building a Bayesian hierachical model
of biologically temporal speech perception inspired by neural oscillations (COSMO-
Oscillation) that is currently fed with simplified acoustic inputs representing
sequences of syllables, comprised of a feature extraction stage, a syllable
segmentation and categorization mechanism and a final decision stage providing a
sequence of syllable labels recognized from the input.
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